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Registration is not only force element but also publication method of receivables 
pledge. As force element,registration has brought a lot of confusion to  the design 
and operation of receivables pledge system，and even causes irreconcilable internal 
conflicts to the system.To ensure the smooth operation of receivables pledge system 
and keep the harmony of the registration system itself, registration works as force 
element of receivables pledge should be abandoned, meanwhile registration as against 
element of receivables pledge should be adapted.That is to say,registration is the 
against element of receivables pledge, not force element any more;receivables pledge 
without registration can still effect but can not against the third party;if receivables 
pledge intends to against the third party,registration should be conducted.As 
publication method,registration system will be designed to help  legal risk control of 
receivables pledge. Registration is the best choice for receivables pledge publication. 
In addition to the introduction and conclusion, this article is divided into four 
parts.Chapters 1 and 2 are the focus of the article.The third chapter is an extension of 
content development.Chapter 4 is the end result of this article. 
Chapters 1 Establish Elements and Publication Method of Receivables Pledge.By 
analyzing the establish elements and publication methods of the general claims in 
comparative law,this chapter will research rationality and flaw of the establish 
elements and publication method of receivables pledge in China.Analysis concluds 
that registration as force element of receivable pledge is lack of Jurisprudence support 
and it will encounter difficulties in practice; adopting registration antagonism is a 
more reasonable choice;registration as publication method has superiority 
Chapter 2 Publicity Effect of Receivables Pledge Registration. To further the 
publicity effectof the registration,which works as a publication method. This chapter 
focus on the reasonableness of registration form force,the legal basis of registration 
against force and the exist necessary and relevant legal technology support of 
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Chapter 3 Content and Examination of Receivables Pledge Registration. Further 
analysis on registered content and registration examination to research the achieve 
possibility of the publicity effect and efficiency.Analysis concluds that the registered 
content should be limited , the registration examination should take the form 
examination, and external system should be established to ensure the truth of 
registered materials or made them approched realistic. 
Chapter 4 Improvement of Receivables Pledge Registration System. Based on 
the analysis in three chapters above, this article result in review and improvement part 
of receivables pledge registration system. 
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